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I.

SUMMARY

One of the alternatives to the disposal of the Fort St. Vrain (FSV) reactor spent nuclear fuel
involves the separation of the fuel rods composed of compacts from the graphite fuel block
assembly. After the separation of these two components, the empty graphite fuel blocks would
be disposed of as a low level waste (provided the appropriate requirements are met) and the fuel
compacts would be treated as high level waste material. This report deals with the mechanical
separation aspects concerning physical disassembly of the FSV graphite fuel element into the
empty graphite fuel blocks and fuel compacts. This report recommends that a drilling technique
is the preferred choice for accessing the fuel channel holes and that each hole is drilled
separately. This report does not cover any techniques or methods to separate the triso fuel
particles from the graphite matrix of the fuel compacts.
Due to the nature of the High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor concept developed back in the
late 1970's, the FSV graphite fuel element was never intended to be physically taken apart in
order to recover the spent nuclear fuel. The FSV fuel elements consist of a block of nuclear
grade graphite material that has been precision machined to the dimensions indicated in figure
1 (see appendix). While there are several graphite block variations, depending on the location
in the reactor core, the average block has some 210 fuel charmer holes that contain approximately
3100 fuel compacts.
The total mechanical separation process would accommodate the 744
elements (three core segments) stored at the Chemical Processing Plant (CPP) and provide
disposition capability for approximately 1500 blocks (six core segments) stored at the Fort St.
Vrain reactor site. The mechanical separation process would yield approximately 6,820,000 fuel
compacts over the duration of the program.
"
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In order to mechanically separate the fuel compacts from the graphite block, several machining
techniques were evaluated and eventually rated for a number of issues that were required to be
addressed.
This evaluation, in table form, is included in the appendix.
The mechanical
separation process is actually a two-step endeavor that requires, 1) the opening of the graphite
block by some type of machining (cutting technique) and then 2) removing the fuel compacts
from the graphite block for collection and disposition.
The preferred and recommended mechanical approach to open up the FSV graphite fuel is a
drilling type of process. A special type of drilling method, technically known as gundrilling, was
utilized to machine the numerous fuel channel and coolant holes in the graphite blocks originally
and still appears to be one of the best methods to open up the blocks for fuel removal. To
achieve fuel separation both ends (top and bottom) of the graphite block would be drilled to open
up the fuel channels.
The preferred orientation for this operation is in the horizontal
configuration to minimize any movement of the fuel compacts during the drilling operation. For
the gundrilling approach, the preferred type of machine would be a "column" type as opposed
to the "knee" type which tends to suffer more in loss of accuracy with age, wear, and loading on
the table positioning system.
The mechanical separation process would be a multi-step operation in which the top or plug end

of the FSV fuel element would be drilled with at least a t/2 inch diameter bit in _rder to remove
the sealed graphite plug in its entirety. The second step involves drilling the bottom of the fuel
element with a slightly smaller drill bit than used on the top end in order to be within the
nominal tA inch diameter fuel channel hole when consideration is taken into account for total
indicated run-out (TIR) when the fuel channel holes were originally drilled. The depth of this
hole on the bottom end would be controlled automatically to just penetrate into the fuel channel
area. Both of these steps should be controlled by a Computer Numerical Control or CNC system
to minimize operator involvement in this type of hot cell operation. In addition, it should be
possible to adapt and/or modify existing sensor technology into an integrated system with the
CNC to automatically control penetration into each individual fuel channel. This approach could
further reduce the chance of contacting a fuel compact with the drill bit and thus minimize
damage to the fuel.
The last step in the mechanical separation process involves physically pushing the fuel compacts
out of the graphite block via the smaller diameter hole in the bottom end and collecting these
units as they exit the top end of the block. This step would also be accomplished with the
graphite block fuel assembly in the horizontal orientation. If a gundrill system is utilized, it may
capable of performing this last step. However, a separate push bar feeder system could be
installed at a 90" orientation to other types of drill unit(s) with a rotary index table system
providing the handling for the fuel block assembly. Once again, this step should be set up with
a CNC system to minimize operator interaction during the separation process.

II.

INTRODUCTION

Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (WINCO) is engaged in a multi-year program for the
engineering development and demonstration of Fort St. Vrain Reactor (FSVR) spent graphite fuel
conditioning processes. Fuel conditioning is a term used for changing the form of the fuel so that
future shipping and long term storage is made easier and/or safer. The Development and
Engineering Plan for Graphite Spent Fuels Conditioning Program (WIN-346, dated September
1992) is the basis for pursuing the mechanical disassembly of the FSV fuel. This program plan
address the disposal of spent graphite fuel by three different basic approaches as shown by figure
2 in the appendix. First, the graphite fuel may be disposed of in a geologic repository by
packaging the whole element intact for shipment directly to the storage facility. Second, the
graphite fuel elements may be disposed of by bulk graphite burning whereby the ash residual,
containing the spent nuclear fuel material, would be conditioned and then sent to the geologic
repository. Third, the graphite fuel elements could be processed by a fuel disassembly method
whereby the empty graphite blocks are shipped to a low level disposal site while the nuclear fuel
material would be processed and/or repackaged for shipment to a geologic repository.
This third or last approach is the area being addressed by this report and covers options evaluated
for the mechanical disassembly of the spent graphite fuel. Specifically, this report addresses the

mechanical disassembly of Fort St. Vrain or more commonly referred to as FSV spent (irradiated)
graphite fuel. Irradiated graphite fuel stored at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP)
includes, mainly, FSV and Peach Bottom reactor spent fuels along with much smaller quantities
of unirradiated (PARKA and LANL) Rover type fuels.
Disposal of these graphite fuels has become a technical and political requirement. The Graphite
Fuels Conditioning program is evaluating alternatives for graphite fuel conditioning and
dispositioning in a safe and efficient method, while meeting the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), and other environmental criteria. Upon selection
of acceptable alternative conditioning processes, each will be developed through successive steps
of laboratory verification, component testing, and integrated system testing prior to construction
of a graphite fuels treatment facility.
This paper reports on mechanical disassembly methods evaluated specifically for spent FSV
graphite fuel, however, some of these options may be applicable to the Peach Bottom spent fuel
material as well. Since FSV fuel is highly radioactive, all disassembly will be done remotely in
a hot eel wenvironment behind thick walls with limited direct viewing by the use of appropriate
shielding windows and augmented by remote viewing methods as necessary. Therefore, any
mechanical disassembly method considered for FSV must be one that is both operable and
maintainable in a remote, hot cell environment.
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III.

BACKGROUND

INFORMATION

The standard FSV graphite fuel element is a hexagonal cross-section shaped design that is
approximately 14 inches across at the flats and some 31 plus inches long as shown in figure 1.
A typical FSV graphite fuel element weighs approximately 330#. The graphite block containing
the fuel rods has been machined in the hexagonal shape to allow stacking in the FSV reactor core
in a precise pattern. The graphite fuel blocks have locator pins or dowels on the top side and
corresponding recesses on the bottom side to provide for alignment when the blocks are stacked
on top of one another. Each graphite fuel block contains numerous, nominally 210, ½ inch
diameter fuel channel holes that have been drilled to within ¼ to ½ inch from the bottom of the
block. In addition, the standard FSV block typically has six ½ inch diameter holes drilled
completely through to accommodate burnable poison material. To allow the heat of nuclear
fission from the fuel particles to be removed from the fuel compacts and graphite fuel block,
numerous, nominally 6/e inch diameter, holes have been drilled through the block in a specific
pattern to yield optimal heat transfer to the helium gas circulating through the reactor core.
The FSV graphite blocks were made by Great Lakes Carbon of North Carolina using their
product identifiers of H-327 and H-451 material. The plugs that seal the fuel compacts into the
blocks were likewise made of corresponding graphite material.
A specific number of fuel
compacts were placed in each respective fuel channel, typically 13 to 15, depending on the
location in the graphite block. Once the channels were loaded with the fuel compacts, a (seal)
plug was coated with a special graphite cement and inserted at the top end of each channel to

capture the fuel. Once this cement had set or hardened, the stacks of compacts became a fuel
rod for that particular channel and was effectively sealed in the graphite block.
Each fuel compact is approximately Y2inch in diameter (slightly undersized to fit into the fuel
channels) and approximately 2 inches long. The fuel rod is made of a graphite matrix with
interspersed fuel particles. The fuel particles have a triple coating system, hence the name
TRISO, which acts as a miniature pressure vessel to trap fission products/gases.
The fuel
particles average approximately 500 um or 0.5 mm in diameter. The fuel compacts were made
by pouring a dry mixture of fuel particles and graphite particulate (shim material) into a mold
which was then followed by forcing a heated mixture of carbonaceous pitch with graphite flour
(powder). These "green" compacts where removed from the mold then baked to pyrolize all the
organic compounds from the carbonaceous mix and produced a fuel compact with some
reasonable amount of physical strength. One of the key aims of the mechanical separation
process, therefore, is to eliminate or at least minimize the potential damage to the fuel particles
and substantially increase fission products release into the surrounding environment (graphite
block, equipment, and hot cell).

IV.

INVESTIGATIONS

At the start of the investigative process, several brain storming sessions were held by the
Graphite Mechanical Disassembly Group (GMDG) to put fourth ideas on methods to take the
FSV graphite fuel element blocks apart. After some initial investigative work into these various
ideas, it became apparent that damage to the fuel compacts and hence the fuel panicles should
be minimized by whatever techniques were being considered.
While methods such as whole
block cracking by cryogenic shocking or ultrasonic energy might fracture the graphite material,
no guarantee as to the condition of the fuel compacts could be ascertained.
In order to gain a better understanding on various manufacturing technologies, several members
of the GMDG attended the 1992 International Manufacturing Technology Show (IMTS) held at
McCormick Place in September of 1992. This is the largest industrial exhibition held in the
western hemisphere and provided a first hand look at various machining technologies. As a result
of this trip, several machining technologies previously being considered were eliminated from the
evaluation. Among these were high pressure water jet cutting and electro-discharge machining.
In addition to the visit to the IMTS, the GMDG members visited the Great Lakes Carbon
Company in Morganton, North Carolina. This company produced the original FSV graphite
blocks for General Atomics (GA) and was able to provide additional information to assist in the
task of mechanical disassembly.
This is especially true for the case of gundrilling that is
evaluated in this report as one of the preferred methods for mechanical disassembly since this
technique was used originally by GI_C to machine the holes ira the graphite blocks. Based on
information from various sources and some testing done on site, the graphite block material is
not particularly difficult to cut mechanically. However, there are several concerns that need to
be addressed in the cutting tool design and in the cutting bit itself. First, graphite particles
obtained during the cutting process tend to be veD' messy, ie., everything will tend to get
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"coated" with graphite if this material is not collected immediately and confined. Second, the
graphite particles (dust) are conductive and must be kept out of switch boxes, motor control
centers and any other locations where this conductive feature cannot be tolerated. Third, while
the graphite block material has the cutting consistency of hardwood, it is extremely abrasive and
usually requires the cutting edge of whatever tool is being used to have some type of diamond
tip. Based on information from GLC, gundrill bits of tool steel would only last for 1-2 blocks,
carbide would last 6-8 blocks, and diamond tip bits would last up to 30 blocks.
The investigations centered around cutting methods that could access the fuel channel holes with
present day technology. The technologies considered were: 1) drilling (including gundrilling),
2) end milling, 3) core drilling, 4) face milling, 5) band sawing, and 6) laser cutting. Another
cutting technique that will be discussed is cryogenic cutting, which may be beneficial later on,
but at the present time is still in the experimental phase. Table 1 in the appendix lists the
mechanical technologies and a rating method to evaluate the list of critical issues that were
addressed for each item. The laser cutting technique was not evaluated in table 1 since it proved
to be ineffective during preliminary testing. A more in depth discussion of these technologies
and responses to critical issues follows in this report.

!

A. DRILLING
As mentioned in the summary of this report, a preferred candidate selected for
(cutting) operation to open up the FSV graphite fuel elements is the gundrilling
approach was utilized by GLC to drill all the holes in the FSV blocks originally
be a very reliable and accurate (within the tolerances allowed by GA) method.
CNC type system would be provided to minimize operator interaction. Power
gundrill would either be electric or pneumatic.

the machining
method. This
and proved to
For control, a
to operate the

The gundrill system is the oldest principle for supplying cutting fluid to the work piece. The
cutting fluid is supplied through a duct inside the drill stem and irrigates the cutting edge, after
which it removes the chips through a V-shaped chip flute along the outside of the drill. Due to
the V-groove, the cross-section of the tube occupies 3/4 of its circumference.
In France, this
system is called the 3/4 drill system. The V-groove allows this cooling medium to flush the
chips back out of the hole to a chip collection box that is held firmly against the face of the item
being drilled. In the case of drilling graphite material, the cutting fluid would be compressed air
at approximately 30 psig in order to cool the bit and flush debris back to the chip collection box.
A picture of a typical gundrilling system is shown in figure 3 of the appendix.

,
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The chip collection box serves several purposes. First, the box provides a location to collect the
debris from drilling into the material. On a metal object this debris would be in the form of
metallic chips, but with graphite material this debris would be more of a granular type powder.
For drilling graphite, the chip collection box would be under a vacuum to aid in moving debris
from the drill hole and to remove the debris from the box to some type of filter/vacuum system.
Second, the chip box provides a mounting point for the drill bushing that fits up against the face

of the object being drilled, in this case the FSV graphite fuel element block. This drill bushing
system is pneumatically actuated by 15-20 psig compressed air so that its front face with
associated sealing surface can effectively seal against the work object.
In the metal drilling mode, the chip collection box seals against the face of the material so that
the cutting fluid can flush metal chips back into the box where the fluid is collected, filtered, and
recycled back down the gundrill for reuse. In the case of air for the cutting fluid in graphite
material, this would flow down the gundrill, down the drill bit back out the drilled hole to the
chip collection box, then onto a filter system for release most likely into the hot cell area. The
filter system would provide the final collection point of graphite debris from the chip collection
box. This filter system would have to be operated as any other contaminated filter system since
not only is a small percentage of the graphite material debris composed of carbon 14, but some
fuel panicles and/or fission products could also be trapped by this unit.
In order to efficiently handle and accommodate the through put of the FSV graphite blocks for
disassembly, an indexing table system would be required to interface with the gundrill unit(s) and
a separate fuel compact push out station (if the hot cell is so equipped). This indexing table
would interface with the CNC system to form an integrated handling, aligning, and drilling
operation that would allow for the efficient and safe removal of the fuel compacts. The power
to operate the indexing table would either be electric or pneumatic.
An overhead handling
system would be required to maneuver the graphite blocks within the hot cell complex. This task
could be accomplished with the use of a PaR electro-mechanical manipulator with proper grapple
mechanisms to handle the graphite blocks both vertically and horizontally.
Fuel rod removal could be accomplished either by using the gundrill system that opens the
bottom of the block or by a separate tool system. Since the gundrill bit with extension could be
made long enough to push the fuel rods from the bottom of the block (in the horizontal mode),
only the feed mechanism would be required to operate in this mode. If the required push out
forces exceeded the limits of the gundrill system, then a separate station would be required for
this operation. It should be noted that if a separate station is used to push the compacts out, then
the push bar mechanism could be fitted with a brush assembly that would act to more thoroughly
clean loose debris from the fuel channel hole when performing the pushing operation.
Cooling/chip removal air need not be supplied to the drill bit and vacuum to the chip collection
box would not be required for this mode. Rotary drill bit motion also would not be required to
accomplish this task. To minimize potential damage to the fuel compacts, the drill bit shape
could possibly be optimized to a "cup" for both the top and bottom bits. This shape would
minimize potential damage to the fuel rods during the drilling operation and provide a reasonable
shape when acting as a push bar mechanism to force the fuel rods out of the graphite block. If
the gundrill system is not utilized also as a push bar for fuel rod removal, then a separate piece
of equipment would be required to perform this function. This separate piece of equipment could
be a bar feeder unit with pneumatic drive mechanism to push from the bottom end of the graphite
block in the already previously gundrilled holes.
,o

In either case, the collectior, of the fuel compacts could be accommodated

by several different
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means depending on safety/criticality concerns and the potential for any additional damage to the
fuel particles by the specific retrieval mode. The two most likely candidates for fuel compact
collection are 1) the trough approach and 2) the hopper or bucket approach. In the first case, the
fuel compacts are collected in a trough in single file fashion end-to-end just as they were
assembled in the graphite block. The push bar mechanism rod would force the compacts out
from the top drilled hole (fuel element is still in the horizontal mode) via the bottom hole into
a semicircular section similar to a length of pipe cut longitudinally. This trough would be placed
up to the face of the graphite block so that the fuel compacts would simply be collected one by
one (end-to-end) as they exited the fuel channel hole. This operation should be automated with
the CNC drilling system. Once a fuel rod of compacts has been collected, then these would be
transferred to a storage container for proper handling.
The second method of collection is the hopper or bucket approach. This technique involves using
a hopper or bucket to collect the fuel compacts as they exit the graphite block just as in the first
case described above. However, in this approach, the fuel compacts simply free fall some
distance into the collection device. This distance would be minimized, but damage to the
compacts and possibly fuel panicles, ie., breaking and cracking, would no doubt occur to some
extent. Whether this is detrimental to this mode of collection would require a safety analysis
evaluation from a criticality and contamination standpoint.

B. END MILLING
This process is utilized extensively in the metal cutting industry to machine shapes and cavities
in work pieces. The process involves the use of a cutter that rotates at a speed commensurate
with the type of metal being worked and a feed rate such that the metal chips or shavings are
removed from the surface at a uniform rate to produce a smooth finish. A cutting fluid is
normally supplied to the milling cutter in order to keep the tool cool and to flush metal chips
away from the cutting interface. The milling cutter is fluted in order to have numerous cutting
surfaces and can have several different shapes to accommodate the desired surface/hole contours
of the work piece. The end mill cutter is usually small in relation to the work piece being cut
and in order to achieve the required surface or hole shape numerous cuts are usually required.
This technique is readily adaptable to CNC for close tolerance and/or high volume work loads.
An end mill system can operate in both the horizontal and vertical mode.

.
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The end mill approach could be utilized to open up the fuel channel holes in the FSV graphite
block, however, there are several draw backs to this method. This method does not use a chip
collection box system to collect chip debris since the cutting fluid normally just flushes this
material down and away from the cutting surface. The cutting fluid and debris are collected in
a reservoir where chips are restrained via a screen or filter, and the fluid is recycled back to the
cutting surface. There are "machining centers" that utilize the end mill approach whereby the
entire work piece in enclosed in a housing and the spindle drive system can access various
cutting tools (end mills of various shapes and sizes, drill bits, etc.) while the entire work surface
is continually sprayed with cutting fluid during the machining operation. These systems are

intended for high production rates and afford protection for the operator from the cutting fluids,
rotating machinery, and noise. These systems are normally CNC operated, extremely complex,
and definitely not intended for remote operation and maintenance in a hot cell environment.
Figure 4 in the appendix depicts a typical "machining center".
w

C. CORE DRILLING
This method utilizes a hollow, circular saw bit, not unlike a hole saw. A hole saw normally has
a pilot drill bit to keep the saw centered on the piece being drilled. A core drill resembles the
hole saw but without the pilot drill for centering purposes. Core drilling is used extensively for
boring holes through hard materials such as concrete and in geologic medium such as rock. These
core drilling bits typically do not have serrated teeth as in the case of the hole saw but rather an
abrasive edge which cuts the subject material. This cutting action generates heat build=up which
requires that a cooling medium be directed to the edge of the core drill bit. Normally this
cooling fluid is water, which also acts to flush particle debris away from the cutting edge.
This technique was evaluated for opening the fuel channel holes in the FSV graphite fuel block
as another alternative to the drilling approach. The first item to note is that the core drilling
technique produces a cylindrical plug or wafer, depending on thickness, as the core drill bit
breaks through the work piece. This plug must be removed from the core drill bit to make room
for the next one when another hole is drilled. These plugs may or may not be easily removable
and must be collected for disposal presumably as low level waste. If the fuel channel hole(s) are
over cored, ie., produced by a larger core bit than the hole diameter, then in order to remove the
plug, one will need to "break-off' the remaining web area in the graphite block. This task could
prove to be somewhat difficult to perform in a hot cell environment.
Some preliminary hands on testing using a small (8/a inch diameter) core drill bit was performed
at TRA using a standard drill press. A slab of approximately a/8inch graphite block material was
core drilled using a diamond impregnated bit. The testing yielded two important pieces of
information. First, the coring operation generated a very fine graphite dust that would well-up
around the edge of the bit both on the inside and outside surface areas. This dust could have
been removed easily from the outside of the bit, but removal from the hollow area inside the bit
would be a somewhat more complex task. Second, if this graphite particulate powder residue
was not removed but allowed to accumulate around the core bit, the powder residue started to
compact and form flakes of graphite material. At the time of this flake forming process there
was a noticeable increase in the force required to hold the graphite slab piece in place and keep
it from rotating due to the increasing torque from the core bit. This increase in torque apparently
was the result of the graphite flake material binding in the recess area excavated by the edge of
the core bit between the side wall of the bit and the graphite slab (kerr). For test purposes, the
core drill bit was raised up from the graphite material and the slab inverted to remove the
particulate debris. Once this task was performed and the core drilling resumed, the amount of
force required to hold the graphite slab in place returned to normal (hand pressure) until the
build-up of powder residue resulted in the flake forming process repeating itsel£ The core
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drilling process had to be stopped several times (4-5) in order to penetrate through the slab of
graphite material.
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The core drilling process does appear to have the capability to cut the graphite material and open
up the fuel channel hole, but there are several draw backs to this method. First, there is the
problem of plug removal from the core bit from which it must be extracted (if it doesn't just fall
out) and collecting these plugs for disposal. Second, depending on the type of core drill bit, ie.,
serrated edge, diamond impregnated, etc., the resulting particulate debris may either be a very
fine powder or somewhat coarser material :hat will have to be removed continuously during the
drilling operation.
A vacuum collection system could be developed for the powdered chip
material on the outside of the core bit, but removal may also be required from the inside area.
This would be a somewhat more difficult task (although not impossible) and removal of the
graphite plug would still be required. It is simpler to just render the entire plug material into a
powder form since part of the area occupied by the plug is already being handled this way due
to the kerr caused by the edge of the circular core drill. And third, the core drill bit may require
some type of cooling/flushing action at the cutting edge interface with the graphite material. This
cooling/flushing medium would have to be air, which would mandate some type of hooded
vacuum system in order to keep the graphite dust contained during the drilling operation.
From a remote operation and maintenance standpoint, there would be no major problems to
overcome. The core drilling equipment lends itself to either pneumatic and/or electric power
operation and control. Remote core drill bit changeout would be required which could be
accomplished either by manipulator (under operator control) or by some type of automated tool
bit changer similar to what is presently used in industry. The control of the core drill system
would be by a CNC system similar to the other drilling concepts described in this report.

D. FACE MILLING
Both this method and the band sawing technique described in item E below use the approach of
cutting off the entire top and bottom sections of the FSV graphite fuel element to expose the fuel
compacts. This means cutting entirely across the face of the fuel element in such a way as to
expose the fuel channels so that the compacts may be pushed out by some type of push-bar
mechanism and collected for handling and disposition as described in the other cutting methods.

,,
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In order to keep the fuel compacts in the graphite block matrix until time for removal, all cutting
on the graphite element would be done in the horizontal mode just as in the other cutting
methods described in this report. The face milling approach would utilize a horizontal milling
machine set up with a large face mill in order to make the graphite removal in one to two cuts
at most. The rotating face mill head would have cutting inserts along the periphery that would
perform the actual cutting action on the graphite. The rotating speed of the cutter head along
with the horizontal feed rate of the block face in relation the cutter would be such to produce a
clean cut in the graphite material. The inserts are designed to be manually replaceable, however
in this situation remote replacement would be required.

This approach poses several problem areas that are specific to the face cutting methods. First,
cutting off the entire end of a graphite block would produce an enormous amount of graphite
dust. This dust would be hard to control and collect when cutting an object the size of the FSV
fuel element. A hooded dust collection system would provide some measure of graphite powder
collection, however based on operations in the TRA machine shop utilizing such a system during
band sawing operations on graphite material the collection at best is only marginal. Second, and
more importantly, is the fact that the location of the fuel compacts within the fuel channels is not
exactly known, thus the cutting of the entire face at some preset amount could damage (cut) some
of the fuel compacts. This situation could pose serious problems for fission product release in
the hot cell, increased levels of contamination, and hinder accountability problems for the fuel
itself.

,

E. BAND SAWING

t!

This is the second method evaluated as a technique to cut off the entire end or face of the FSV
graphite fuel element. Just as the name of this method indicates, this technique utilizes band saw
cutting equipment to cut through the graphite material. The actual technique is straight forward
using industrial metal cutting band sawing equipment. This technique was used by General
Atomics (GA) of San Diego to cut at least one irradiated FSV graphite fuel element
approximately 10-12 years ago to expose and remove the fuel compacts. When GA used this
technique, they did experience some problems with blade tracking during the cutting process.
They apparently were able to correct this problem to a certain extent, but since only one fuel
element was involved not a lot of effort was spent on a final solution to the tracking problem.
Blade replacement was one area that GA was not able to perform remotely. This task required
hot cell entry by personnel to perform as a hands-on operation.
Contact with major band saw manufacturing companies such as DoAII and Marvel indicated that
the actual cutting of the graphite material such the FSV fuel elements should not pose a
significant problem. However, the control and collection of the graphite dust debris from the saw
kerf cut could pose some serious problems. DoAII has a vacuum/cyclone separator system for
collection of kerf debris from metal cutting operations that could be utilized for graphite cutting,
but they could not guarantee adequate collection due to the nature of the graphite powder.
During band sawing operations with a diamond impregnated edge serrated blade, the kerf debris
would be a fine powder which would be extremely difficult to control and collect. Even with
metal cutting operations, their collection system is not perfect. In addition, neither manufacturer
held out much hope for being able to change a band saw blade remotely due to the complexity
of this task. While pieces such as blade guards could be omitted for a hot cell version of the
band saw, items such as blade guides, blade guide adjustment devices, blade tensioning devices,
and blade tracking devices are an inherent part of the band saw system which are required for
proper operation. While some of these, items could probably be made remotely operable such
as the blade tensioning device, the total remote operation and mainten_ace of the band saw
technique would appear to be extremely difficult and not practical.

10
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The biggest drawback with the band sawing method, and this is also true for the face milling
approach, is the assumption that all the fuel compacts are located the same distance back from
the top and bottom surfaces of the fuel element. This is not necessarily valid and there is no
meaningful characterization database available to support this assumption. This is especially true
considering that regardless of the method of opening the fuel elements all the options would be
done in the horizontal position. This being the case, the location of the top end fuel compacts
can vary but according to the reference drawing (R1801-110, Rev. D) the top end would be
approximately 1% inches from the surface of the block for normal fuel channels (under the
dowels is somewhat different). However, with the associated handling of the fuel elements and
given that the fuel compacts are normally free to move in the channel area, these units could
possibly shift somewhat in the channel with a compact actually being up against a top plug.
Since this possibility exists, any attempt to, cut the entire face at a predetermined distance
sufficient to open all the normal (non-dowel) fuel channel holes allowing some additional amount
to clear the plugs is tantamount to playing Russian roulette. The potential for cutting a fuel
compact is very high and the consequences are not acceptable. These consequences include, 1)
fuel compact damage leading possibly to the breaching of the TRISO fuel particles and release
of fission products, 2) potential for fission product contamination of the graphite block assembly
anO, therefore, increased complications in treating this as low level waste (LLW), and 3)
increased contamination levels of the cutting equipment and the hot cell itself.
Band saw cutting of empty, non-irradiated, FSV graphite blocks (both drilled and solid blocks)
has been accomplished at the TRA machine shop for purposes of providing pieces of this material
for additional mechanical cutting tests. Using a 4/6 tooth combination blade at 200 fpm with 30#
of cutting force applied resulted in clean cuts with very little blade tracking deviation (+/- 1/32")
when cutting thicknesses up to and including the full 14.172 inches across the flats of the fuel
element. An empty, drilled block was sectioned 2 inches from the top and bottom end with each
cut requiring approximately 10 minutes to complete. A similar cut on a solid block required
approximately 15 minutes. A hooded vacuum device was placed near the blade on the top
surface of the block in order to capture as much of the fine graphite dust as possible and protect
the band saw operator. This unit was not 100% effective. In addition, even though a metal
cutting blade was used for these cuts, the resulting graphite powder debris from the kerr area was
very fine and somewhat difficult to clean up even with a shop vacuum. One of the reasons
graphite is used as a dry lubricant is that it has a tenacity to adhere to surfaces. While this report
does not recommend the band saw method for cutting the FSV fuel elements to expose the fuel
compacts for removal, it certainly deserves consideration as a possible method for cutting up nonirradiated or LLW graphite material.

F. LASER CUTTING

•

While this is not a mechanical cutting method, it deserves to be addressed in this report as a
candidate that was considered due to some very unique features of this technique. The features
that make this technique unique are, I) the laser system is a non-contact type of cutting so there
is no tool bit to get dull and require replacement, 2) the cut produces a small kerr with little
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residue, 3) the laser system is very amenable to CNC with either the optic cutting head or the
positioning table being driven to control the cutting motion, and 4) by using a fiber optic delivery
system the power module for the laser could be positioned outside of the hot cell for ease of
maintenance and improved reliability. In addition, since the laser system is easily adaptable to
CNC as a non-contact cutting method, different spent fuel configurations such as the Peach
Bottom fuel could be accommodated for mechanical separation by reprogramming the control
system.
Testing was done both at TRA on the INEL site and by an off-site vendor to ascertain the
possibility of using a laser cutting system on the FSV graphite fuel elements. Testing at both
locations was done with a Nd:YAG (Neodymium-YAG) laser system since this is the only type
at present suitable for a fiber optic delivery system. YAG, an acronym for yttrium-aluminumgarnet, is a member of the garnet family of crystals, which is primarily composed of the elements
yttrium (a metallic element), aluminum, and oxygen. Neodymium-YAG lasers are made by
adding a small amount of neodymium to YAG crystals, which act as the host to hold the
neodymium atoms. This is one type of laser that is generically referred to as a solid state laser.
The results from both of the laser cutting tests is shown in the attached appendix. Assist gas,
in the form of compressed air, was used in both tests. The testing done at TRA was on an old
Raytheon YAG laser system without a fiber optic delivery mode. The unit did not penetrate into
the graphite material very far (approximately 1/e inch) and was deemed to have insufficient
capacity for our cutting purposes. The Lumonics Laser Systems Group of Lavonia, Michigan,
agreed to test their state of the art YAG laser with fiber optic delivery system on graphite
material at no cost to WlNCO. Their results, also included in the appendix, indicated that their
unit was also insufficient to cut even through ¼ inch thick material. The reason for this is
apparently due to the high heat capacity of the graphite material which means that a lot of energy
must be pumped into the graphite to get it to burn for cutting purposes. While this feature makes
graphite a good insulator, it inhibits the desired feature that we seek to use the laser system for,
namely cutting of the FSV fuel element block material. There are laser systems available that
have the capacity to cut this material, such as the CO: type, but these are not compatible with
fiber optic delivery systems. The fiber optic delivery system for the laser energy is deemed
critical for use of the laser system in a hot cell facility. The reason for this is that mirrors and
lenses inside the hot cell would eventually become dirty thus requiring periodic cleaning and/or
replacement. The cleaning task would be difficult to perform remotely due to the inherent nature
of how these systems are set up. The task of replacing mirrors and lenses in the hot cell
remotely would be extremely difficult if not impossible due to the critical alignment requirements
for these types of systems to operate properly. The fiber optic delivery system allows the laser
energy to be directed to the work piece being cut without using lenses or mirrors in the cell. The
entire laser system would be outside the hot cell with the energy being transmitted through the
cell wall and onto the work piece via the fiber optic delivery cable. The only requirement for
the in-cell portion of the fiber optic cable system would be that this segment be remotely
replaceable should this be required because of damage from cell operations and/or degradation
due to radiation. Laser vendors did not see this as major problem so long as the proper remote
connectors could be provided. Therefore, since there are currently no laser systems suitable to
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perform this task, this option has not been pursued.

G. CRYOGENIC

•

.

CUTTING

Currently, EG&G at the INEL site, is pursuing an innovative cutting concept that, while it is in
the laboratory stage at present, should at least be mentioned in this report. The cryogenic cutting
method currently being developed is an extension of existing water jet cutting technology. The
water jet cutting technique relies on water at high pressure (as high as 60,000 psi) with or
without abrasive frit added upstream of the orifice tip to abrade the material being cut. In
cryogenic cutting the fluid medium is liquid nitrogen and the abrasive flit material is carbon
dioxide crystals. The pressure of the liquid nitrogen could be as high as 60,000 psi.
While this concept is relatively simple, the cryogenic temperatures do pose some limitations
especially in a hot cell environment. The basic concept utilizes a multi-part nozzle assembly that
allows for the directing of high pressure liquid nitrogen while introducing the abrasive forming
material (CO., gas) to produce the cutting jet. There are several benefits to this cutting approach.
First, this method would use natural occurring materials that allow both the cutting fluid and
abrasive to vaporize back to "nature". The effluents are easily processed, nitrogen and carbon
dioxide gases that could be filtered before exhausted from the hot cell and graphite particulate
debris that could be collected for proper disposal (a catch basin of some type would be required).
Second, since the cutting action is accomplished with the nitrogen in the liquid phase, airborne
graphite dust should be minimized. Third, the jet cutting materials are inert which would be a
plus factor for hot cell use. Fourth, this technique could be easily adaptable to a CNC system
for automatic operation whereby either the cutting head or the positioning table for the work
piece could be controlled to produce the cutting action. Due to the limited flexibility of
cryogenic hoses or tubing, CNC operation of the positioning table would be the preferred
approach in the hot ceil.
While this method has several benefits that make it advantageous for cutting the FSV graphite
fuel elements, there are several drawbacks. First, this method is only on a laboratory scale at
present and would require a large investment of time, money, and manpower to produce a
workable prototype system capable of cutting the FSV fuel elements.
Second, the use of
cryogenic fluids in the hot cell environment would require the development of remote connectors
suitable for this service so that the power module supplying these materials at the high pressures
could be maintained outside of the cell. Third, until laboratory scale testing was done on the
actual FSV graphite material to assess how this technique actually performs and what the
potential for damage to the fuel compacts could be, we are not sure if this system is a practical
alternative to mechanical cutting techniques.

,.

Because of the above mentioned concerns, this technique at present is not considered a viable
alternative to the other mechanical cutting systems already discussed in this report. However,
as this concept develops, WINCO may want to reevaluate this method for potential use as an
effective method for cutting and cleaning of components/equipment for future D&D type work.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

At the present time, the best approach for separating the FSV fuel compacts from the graphite
block assembly is to use a mechanical cutting technique to open the fuel channel holes and push
the compacts out of the block. The evaluation presented in this report indicates that the preferred
mechanical cutting technique should be a drilling method with one hole drilled at a time. The
preferred drilling method is the gundrilling approach or an adaption of similar drilling technology
utilizing CNC integrated into a computerized automation system. This report recommends that
follow on work for this task proceeds with the procurement of prototype drill_ing equipment that
meets or is adaptable to the requirements listed below. Key requirements of a system utilized
for FSV mechanical separation of the fuel compacts from the graphite block assemblies are as
follows:
•

Provision should be made for verification of the type of FSV fuel assembly and verification
of total compact removal before releasing the graphite block as LLW.

• The drilling system should drill a single opening at a time into the graphite block to mitigate
potential damage to fuel compacts.
• The drilling system should have the provision to determine when break through occurs into
the fuel channel area and this feature should be integrated into an automated CNC type system
to mitigate potential damage to fuel compacts.
• The drilling system should have an integrated graphite dust/debris removal collection system
that meets all safety and criticality criteria (yet to be established).
• The drilling system may also act as the mechanism for removing the fuel compacts or a
separate system may be utilized. This requirement may be influenced by equipment capability,
hot cell size, and/or safety constraints.
• The equipment utilized to remove the fuel compacts from the graphite block should be
designed for a maximum force (TBD) necessary to push these units should sticking be a
problem.
• To the greatest extent possible, the CNC drilling system should be integrated into a
computerized control system that also encompasses graphite block alignment on the
positioning table and verification of total fuel removal.
• All components and equipment in the hot cell requiring periodic maintenance and/or
replacement should be designed for this using master slaves or electro-mechanical
manipulators (PaRs) in conjunction with an overhead crane if necessary.
• All powered equipment in the hot cell complex should be either electrically or pneumatically
14

operated.
• Tool bit replacement for drilling equipment should be considered for automatic changeout as
part of the integrated control system.

"

• Operating personnel should be provided status and verification (where required) on each step
of the mechanical separation process with the provision to over ride the automatic system
should a situation arise that could compromise safety or criticality concerns.
• To the greatest extent practical, sensory components should be radiation tolerant or remotely
replaceable.
• Fuel compact collection methods/equipment
necessary safety/criticality requirements.

should mitigate damage to the fuel and meet all
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DRILLING

DRILLING TEST ILLUSTRATED

Penetration rates averaging 15" per minute in 1040
steel while holding precision tolerances on size,
concentricity and surface finish. The NewTechniDrill
System features BTA tooling. (Boring and Trepanning
Association.)

Cutting Tool .................
BTA
(Single Tube System)
Material ..............
1040 Steel
Hole Diameter ..............
500"
Hole Depth .................
15"
SFM .......................
300
Spindle Speed ..........
2300 RPM
Feed Per Revolution ........
0065"
Penetration Rate .... 15" Per Minute
Drilling Time ............
1 Minute
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THE MACHINE

INCLUDES

THE FOLLOWING

FEATURES'

Drilling range from .500" to 2.000".
,

_ Drilling depth is 36".

_'

Infinitely

variable AC motor spindle drive.

¢_ Infinitely

varaable AC motor and ballscrew

feed drive.

_ Programmable precise depth control.
t

User friendly electrical control with full fault diagnostics.
Sensitive cutting tool load monitoring.

lii Coolant-filtration

P'JglJre 3

system - 35 GPM, 1000 PSI, 10 micron filtration.
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Ii Fixture assembly consisting of two through hole 3-jaw chucks, rear chuck
is on an adjustable slide for work length changes.
1031

Grant Street

P.O. Box 2262

=s Akron, Ohio 44309-2262

USA

[_:. (216) 724-5516

FAX: (216) 724-4004
T-2

Randomly selected
tools switched #1 3.5
seconds

,ue 33 hp,
7000 rpm spindle
•

/
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Dual 500 mm

3ful 32-bit
ACRAMATIC
950MC CNC

1

pallets each provide
2200 lb. load capacity

i
J

Integral load
workchanger switches
pallets in 10 seconds

Figure 4
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°_ompact 14.2 square
meter footprint

Generous
29.5"x 27.6"x 29.5"
X- Y-Z range

Superior "T" design
moves work to and
from spindle like HBM

12-i0-92
SUMMARY

OF LASER TESTING TO DATE

TEST LOCATION:

TRA-603 -BASEMENT

TEST UNIT:

EG&G RAYTHEON PULSE YAG LASER (MODEL NO. SS501B-A7- SERIAL NO.
66580)-MAXIMUM POWER OUTPUT 400 WATT (RAYTHEON LASERS ARE NOW
PART OF BENCHMARK INDUSTRIES)

TEST DATES:

12-3-92AND 12-9-92

TEST PARAMETERS:

GRAPHITE SLAB THICKNESS - APPROXIMATELY11/32 INCH (.340)
STANDOFF DISTANCE - I/8 INCH

I

ASSIST GAS - PLANT AIR @ 25 PSI
DEFOCUSED DISTANCE INTO MATERIAL- .030 INCH
TRAVEL RATE -3.2INCH/MIN (SLOWEST RATE)
PULSE LENGTH -MICRO SECONDS
POWER OUTPUT -WATTS
"

TEST NO.

PuLsE LENGTH

PULSES/SEC

APPROX PWR

APPROX DEPTH

1

1000 M-SEC

20

275 W

.109 IN

2

1000 M-SEC

30

300 W

.099 IN

3

1000 M-SEC

10

160W

.124IN

4

4S0 M-SEC

20

195 W

.121 IN

S

S000 M-SEC

20

350 W

.084 IN

6

200 M-SEC

25

80 W

.082IN

7

450 M-SEC

20

195 W

.026IN KERF

6

TEST NO. 4 PRODUCED THE BEST CUT INTO THE GRAPHITE MATERIAL

"

TEST NO. 7 WAS RUN AT THE SAME PARAMETERSAS TEST NO. 4 TO DEMONSTRATE THE KERFWIDTH
FOR INTACT MATERIAL
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February 15, 1993
|

Mr. Mike Berry
Westinghouse
1955 Fremont Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-3201

Dear Mr. Berry:
Enclosed are the samples you requested to be processed on a Lumonics JK704
400 W Nd:YAG laser. The beam was delivered to the workpiece via a fiber
optic.
The 1/4" sample was used for our test cuts. Below is a list of the parameters
used for the cuts.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Rate
35Hz
20Hz
20Hz
20Hz
7I-a_

Width
2.0ms
2.0ms
1.0ms
1.0ms
2.5ms

Energy
10.0J
18.0J
18.0J
18.0J
48.0J

Feedrate
5ipm
5ipm
5ipm
2ipm
2ipm

Penetration
0.063"
0.090"
0.100"
0.155"
0.192"

All cuts were done with Air as the assist gas. The cuts were sectioned to
determine penetration.
The material seems to fill in behind the beam.
I hope these samples meet },our initial requirements.
If you have any further
questions, please contact our Regional Manager, Mr Joe Lovotti at (619) 7389188 or myself.
Sincerely,
Sharon Gorscak
Applications Engineer
!

Enclosure
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